
The first stage consists of small pre-cut, self-ad-
hesive, Dynamat damper pads. These pads are 
bonded to strategically located “noise spots” on the 
floor pan, roof and body panels to control vibration 
and noise.

The second stage uses pre-cut, ready to install 
HeatSHIELD absorber/barrier material. This material 
is bonded to the body panels to insulate the vehicle 
from radiant and reflected heat.  

American Cars/Trucks
Checker
Henry J
IHC Scout
Metropolitan
Packard
Studebaker
Willys

Sports & Exotics
Alfa Romeo
Austin Healy
BMW
Datsun Z Cars
Jaguar
Mini Cooper
Pantera
Porsche
Subaru
Superformance
Factory Five Racing
Triumph
Toyota Trucks & Landcruiser
Volkswagen

Commercial Trucks
Freightliner Peterbilt
International  Unimog 
Mack  Volvo

FOMOCO Vehicles 
1926-2010
Model T and Model A
Early Ford Cars
Postwar Ford/Mercury Cars
Mustang
Cougar
Fairlane 
Falcon
Thunderbird
Ford Trucks 
Bronco, Econoline 
Ranchero, Ranger/Mazda
GM Vehicles 
1929-2006
Early Chevrolet Cars
Postwar Chevrolet Cars
GM A-Body Cars
GM F-Body Cars
GM H-Body Cars
GM X-Body Cars
GM Y-Body Cars
Corvette
Nova
Corvair
Oldsmobile
Chevy/GMC Trucks, S-10
MOPAR Vehicles
1933-2008
Early MOPAR Cars
Postwar MOPAR Cars
MOPAR A-Body Cars
MOPAR B-Body Cars
MOPAR E Body Cars
Viper
PT Cruiser
Jeep/Wagoneer
Dodge Trucks, A-100

Complete List Online
www.quietride.com

Don’t See Your Vehicle?
Call to request a new

pattern.
209-942-4777

Auto Insulation Kits and Firewall Insulator
Panels are available for these vehicles

®

Noise Vibration Heat

QuietRIDE products
create an “Acoustic Envelop” inside the Vehicle

--from the firewall to the tail lights--

First Stage: Dynamat X-treme

Second Stage: HeatShield

Roof to Road Solutions to Control Automotive Noise, Vibration and Heat Now that your body is 
“buck naked”. . . .

6507 Pacific Ave Ste 334•Stockton, Ca 95207
209-942-4777 • FAX 209-942-4476

www.quietride.com • info@quietride.com

This may be your only opportunity 
to insulate and sound dampen 
your vehicle to today’s luxury car 
standards.

. . .What’s Next?

• Automotive Acoustics
• Insulation Materials & Techniques for
  Restoration and Custom Car Builders

A “How-to-Guide”
to  Passenger  Cabin  Comfort

Pre-cut Kits



Gone is the bondo, 
the rust, and all that 

gooey tar, moldy card-
board 

Paint is only “skin deep.”  
It’s what’s “inside” that gives you a Cool and Quiet Ride.

It is never too early to begin thinking about how 
your car is going to “ride” and “feel” when it is 
back on the street.  Your daily driver has leather 
seats, a nice stereo and air conditioning and you 
are going to want that same level of comfort in the 
car you are building. 

Now that the vehicle has been stripped to the 
bare metal, you have the opportunity to install 
state-of-the-art auto acoustic and insulation tech-
nology that was not available when your vehicle 
was manufactured. Along with the development 
of “Space-Age” materials, QuietRide’s research 
and development program makes Noise, Vibra-
tion and Heat a thing of the past.  

QuietRide AcoustiShield kits are year, make and 
model specific, pre-cut and ready to install. Kits 
cover these areas of the passenger cabin: 

      •Cowl
      •Roof
      •Floor

Everything you need to do the job right!

Year, Make and Model Specific for 750 Vehicles

AcoustiSHIELDTM

Year, Make and Model Specific for 600 Vehicles

“Molded to fit like a glove.”

FirewallINSULATORS TM

STOP STOP
•Body Panels
•Trunk
•Doors

The physics of automotive Noise, Vibration and Heat are 
easy to understand. Cars and trucks produce noise from 
multiple directions which “apex” in the passenger cabin at 
ear level. 

• Engine noise and heat travels from the front of the vehicle 
through the firewall and cowl. 

• Drive-Train mechanics, exhaust system harmonics, and 
reflected road heat enters through the floor pan.

• Roof panels are a major source of vibration (noise) and 
collect and radiate the sun’s heat down into the vehicle.

• Rear body panels, wheel wells and trunk panels send 
noise forward through the seat divider and package tray 
panels. 

The effects of Noise, Vibration and Heat meet in the middle 
of the vehicle where the passengers sit. A normal room con-
versation becomes a shouting match between the driver 
and passengers to overcome the “harmonic drone” of the 

vehicle mechanics. Add the noise produced by the audio 
system and the air rushing through the vents of the air con-
ditioning system, and the whole driving experience is less 
pleasurable and rapidly produces “passenger fatigue.”

QuietRIDE NVH Apex TheoryTM

Noise & 
Vibration ---
Heat --------

Cars and trucks create and absorb noise, vibration and heat 
(NVH) from multiple directions, which “apex” in the passen-
ger cabin at ear level.  You can control these issues with our 
AcoustiShield insulation kits and Firewall insulators

•Reduce Road Noise
•Reduce Exhaust Harmonics
•Eliminate Mechanical Noise
•Stop Body Panel Vibration
•Reduce Radiated Heat
•Stop Audio System Vibration

The Effect of Noise, Vibration & Heat in the passenger cabin

Make Your Ride
Cool and Quiet Inside TM


